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ABSTRACT
Background During the first wave of COVID-19 pandemic, hospitals were forced to cancel or postpone non-COVID-19 care. With new outbreaks emerging, hospitals are now figuring out how to balance preparedness for future COVID-19 waves with their elective and regular services. This report discusses how four hospital systems deal with these dual responsibilities in China, Norway and the UK.

Reflections Based on the experiences and combined reflections of hospital executives, we have formulated five strategic and leadership lessons for hospitals as they manage these dual responsibilities. (1) Redesign organisation to separate COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 services both within and across hospitals. (2) Expand virtual care strategies to improve access. (3) Use data-driven models to allocate resources across COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 units. (4) Invest in programmes to promote frontline staff well-being. (5) Secure financial support to continue to deliver on the dual responsibilities.

Conclusion The COVID-19 pandemic gives rise to leadership challenges that have fuelled organisational change and new approaches to healthcare delivery. Leading hospitals during the pandemic is a balancing act—providing care for both patients with COVID-19 and non-COVID-19, while at the same time preparing for the next waves of the pandemic.

LEADING HOSPITALS DURING THE PANDEMIC
As countries have moved beyond the first wave of the COVID-19 and reopened their societies, hospital executives are faced with a new reality. On one hand, hospitals have resumed their elective and regular services that were cancelled or postponed during the first wave, and try to operate business as usual. On the other hand, hospitals should remain vigilant, prepared and flexible in order to increase bed and intensive care capacity, as new outbreaks may occur. Hospitals will have to balance these dual responsibilities until we have a vaccine or treatment for COVID-19, which, according to experts, may take some time. How can this balancing act be done?

To answer this question, we convened a virtual roundtable meeting with executives from large hospital systems from China, Norway and the UK to recount experiences and approaches and reflect on the lessons learnt while managing the pandemic (see more information on the executives in table 1). The meeting was hosted by Harkness Fellows at the Commonwealth Fund in collaboration with the U.S.—China Health Summit. At the time of the meeting (May, China, Norway and the UK were at different stages in managing the pandemic, but five common themes emerged during the discussion: (1) organisational redesign; (2) virtual care delivery; (3) data-driven resource allocation; (4) staff well-being; and (5) financial security.

In this report, we describe how the hospitals in China, Norway and the UK responded during the first wave, as this initial response shaped the choices they made regarding the current strategies. Experiences from China are more extensively discussed, as these are scarcely discussed in the literature. We conclude by elaborating on the strategic and leadership lessons for hospital executives.

READINESS OF CHINESE HOSPITALS PRE-PANDEMIC
Earlier experiences with epidemics enabled Chinese hospitals to quickly adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic. As Guangzhou and, to a lesser extent, Shanghai were affected by severe acute respiratory syndrome in 2003, another coronavirus, these regions had redesigned their hospitals well before the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, they had a designated infectious diseases hospital in place, with state-of-the-art tools and highly skilled healthcare workers. All confirmed COVID-19 cases were admitted to these hospitals, including patients with less severe symptoms, to prevent further spread. These designated hospitals allowed to separate COVID-19 care from regular care as much as possible, thereby reducing spread and organising and managing patient flow. These hospitals further ensured best possible specialised care for patients with COVID-19 in a timely fashion. For the future, Shanghai, Guangzhou and other major cities are expanding or strengthening the designated infectious disease hospitals. Less severe patients with COVID-19 with coexisting health problems are now also referred to these hospitals to ensure continuation of treatment while reducing the risk for contamination. For example, Shanghai Cancer Center sends its surgeons to the designated hospital to perform surgery for patients with cancer who are diagnosed with COVID-19.

REDESIGN AND INFECTION SURVEILLANCE
Most of the general hospitals have special ‘fever clinics’ with CT scan and infectious disease or respiratory disease specialty doctors. All hospitals
in the Guangzhou region had detailed infection control protocols for epidemics in place and extensively trained their healthcare workers on how to treat patients with respiratory infectious diseases and how to use self-protection measures. Both Dr. MK and Dr. JW argue that this helped them to prepare their hospitals in early January 2020. The First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, for example, had a response team in place very early with clear roles among leaders. They used the fever clinics as sentinel surveillance before patients were seen in the outpatient clinic. Suspected cases were isolated and kept in observation wards before the confirmation. Those who tested positive were referred to the regional designated hospital (if patients were too ill to travel, they were treated at a designated building or newly created special intensive care units within the general hospital). Beyond securing personal protective equipment ahead of time, the First Affiliated Hospital spent tremendous efforts on continuously training its 6000+ staff, providing them with the skills and knowledge to protect themselves and the patients.

Hospitals continue to update protocols to improve infection surveillance. In addition to the fever clinics, the First Affiliated Hospital erected four ‘temperature checkpoints’ at high-density locations for patients, visitors, and hospital staff alike. Building on the tracking app with traffic light coloring as introduced in China during the pandemic, hospitals are using this app to allow patients with a green code to attend their appointments in the outpatient clinic. Patients with a red or orange code (ie, those with high and moderate risk for infection, respectively) will be asked to quarantine for 14 days in either Fangcang Shelter hospitals or at designated quarantine places and receive a virtual consultation. In Norway, the test capacity for COVID-19 in hospitals has been scaled up significantly to identify cases early. Hospitals in Norway and China also started routinely testing patients who were admitted for elective surgery.

Hospital executives are also redesigning their own hospitals to deal with a potential new surge of patients. To expand capacity, the First Affiliated Hospital is keeping two to three rooms in each ward empty as well as two operation rooms for urgent surgery for suspected COVID-19 cases. In Norwegian hospitals, patient flows are organised into ‘clean’ and ‘unclean’ tracks, specific areas are designated for diagnostic workup of patients with suspected COVID-19, and cohort isolation wards are set up for hospitalised COVID-19. Cambridge University Hospitals has very limited single room capacity, so clinicians have developed, implemented and continually refined a ward cohorting plan for future outbreaks, ensuring sufficient inpatient capacity for confirmed positive, query positive and confirmed negative patients. Patients are designated using a traffic light system, along with proper training for staff, in case ‘amber’ and ‘red’ wards open.

**BROAD ADOPTION OF VIRTUAL CARE**

The hospital executives indicated that they quickly pivoted their hospitals to virtual care for patients with non-COVID-19, overcoming earlier challenges. As Professor JF, Deputy-CEO of the regional authority that runs hospitals in the South-Eastern region of Norway, explained: “Over the last years we have encouraged clinicians to take on online consultation tools with modest success. But now, many clinicians quickly took up the new technology and were able to continue with their clinical work, which is one sort of positive outcome of this experience”. In the South-Eastern region of Norway, there was a huge increase in the use of telephone and video consultations in outpatient clinics. In April 2020, clinicians provided virtual care and follow-up in 30% of all consultations in the region. Cambridge University Hospitals in the UK and The First Affiliated Hospital and Shanghai Cancer Center in China had similar experiences. Shanghai Cancer Center, for example, provided 10,000 online consultations from February through April to ensure continuity of cancer care. It also introduced ‘online duty’ for its doctors in each department to answer patients’ questions as quickly as possible, through virtual means.

Hospitals will continue to focus on virtual care models to make care as accessible as possible during the pandemic. The UK government set a target for hospitals to reduce face-to-face consultations by a third in 4 years. At Cambridge University Hospitals, this target was met within weeks after announcement, with 60% of outpatient care delivered remotely. Its clinicians have embraced technology to deliver more accessible care to patients and are now examining how to extend virtual working to diagnostic services and remote monitoring, and move more face-to-face outpatient activity into primary and community care settings. Interviews did indicate that the quality of these new virtual care models need to be closely evaluated and patients’ satisfaction need to be monitored.

**RESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED ON DATA-DRIVEN MODELS**

To estimate required surge capacity during potential future waves and its implications for non-COVID-19 care, hospitals are scaling up their ability in using data-driven approaches for resource allocation. For example, infectious diseases specialists in Cambridge University Hospitals worked with the hospital’s operations, finance and strategy teams—supported by engineers from the University of Cambridge—to create a statistical model for predicting and tracking actual bed activity and capacity, and to identify and optimally allocate staff, beds and theatres to increase capacity in non-COVID-19 services as COVID-19 hospitalisations begin to fall. This is particularly important as the hospital has lost more than 10% of its inpatient capacity from reducing occupancy on some wards and creating spaces for staff to don and doff personal protective equipment. The statistical model collects real-time data and is constantly fed with new epidemiological data from other countries. A similar model to inform planning and bed capacity within each hospital has been developed in Norway, with central and regional coordination to manage patient flow and equally spread the burden across hospitals, particularly for patients with COVID-19 with intensive care needs.

**CONTINUED FOCUS ON FRONTLINE STAFF WELL-BEING**

Burnout among nurses and physicians was already a concern in most countries, but now with COVID-19 executives stress...
the need to address the well-being of staff is more than ever critical. In Norway, a national committee was established to secure sufficient amounts of personal protective equipment in advance for frontline staff, so they did not have to worry about infection risk. Frontline staff should not only be protected against the infection, but also against the stress and uncertainty. Hospitals are now actively expanding their psychological services to support their staff. Executives understood early on that this crisis is going to be different than a critical incident (e.g., major car accident, natural disaster), and will have long lasting effects. The leadership at Cambridge University Hospitals reached out to people in humanitarian relief to learn from them how they sustain working in similar stressful conditions and used their input to strengthen the current support structures and processes for its staff.

PROFOUND IMPACT ON HOSPITAL FINANCES

The impact of the pandemic on hospital finances was immense, which in turn may undermine hospital’s capabilities to effectively deal with the dual responsibilities. It seems that the long-term financial consequences may be less deleterious in single-payer systems with universal health coverage like Norway and the UK. However, the Chinese government covers less than 10% of public hospital revenues; the remainder is paid through national health insurance and out-of-pocket payment based on the services patients use. This proved a major challenge for Chinese hospitals during the pandemic, as the use of hospital services plummeted. For example, Shanghai Cancer Center cancelled ~70% of its outpatient appointments and reduced admissions by 50%, which resulted in 30%–50% revenues loss compared with the same period of last year. Professor YL stated that “hospitals working with fee-for-service model have to work hard now to generate revenue for their existence and development”. To compensate hospitals, the Chinese government decided to cover 60% of the revenue loss, with some additional advanced payments by local governments. Norwegian and UK hospitals also have seen their revenues decline while their costs increased substantially as they rapidly reorient their operations to a new and uncertain environment. However, their governments were committed to cover losses associated with the pandemic—for example, during the first months of the pandemic the UK government paid hospitals based on last year’s spending, while covering any additional costs and the pandemic the UK government paid hospitals based on with the pandemic—for example, during the first months of

STRAIGHT AND LEADERSHIP LESSONS FOR HOSPITAL EXECUTIVES

With reopening of societies, new outbreaks have emerged in many countries. Hospitals will have to balance preparing for potential COVID-19 outbreaks and resuming care to patients with non-COVID-19.

We acknowledge that this report is based on virtual roundtable meeting with a limited number of participants, but we think the insights conveyed in this report may be relevant for other health systems during potential future waves. Based on the experiences and combined reflections of Chinese, Norwegian, and UK hospital executives, we have formulated five lessons on how hospitals can manage the dual responsibilities (important to note: these lessons in themselves are not new, but substantiate and build on earlier published work from other countries, eg,14–18):

1. **Redesign organisation** to separate COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 services both within and across hospitals: hospitals should continue to create designated spaces or separate facilities for COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 care, equipped with highly trained staff. They should also expand infection surveillance within their facilities to detect any potential cases among patients and hospital staff. As patients will continue to avoid hospitals until they are confident that hospitals are safe, hospitals have a strong impetus to make these changes.

2. **Expand virtual care strategies to improve access**: hospitals are in a unique position now to adopt virtual care models to improve access for patients. Hospitals should aim to go expand teleconsultation to reduce face-to-face visits and work on offering remote monitoring for their patients with chronic conditions.

3. **Use data-driven models to adequately allocate resources across COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 units**: restructuring hospital organisation has implications for how resources are allocated across COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 units. This is a daunting challenge for executives, particularly because of the highly volatile situation. Data-driven models that track and predict required hospital capacity help to strategically allocate resources and be better prepared for future waves.

4. **Invest in programmes to promote frontline staff well-being**: hospitals should actively invest in programmes and support structures to protect the mental well-being of their staff. These investments should be made to address the current and long-term mental health effects.

5. **Secure financial support to continue to deliver on the dual responsibilities**: hospitals will seek to innovate care models and management strategies to continue to address the needs of both patients with COVID-19 and non-COVID-19. Yet hospitals can only make those necessary investments, if they have financial support from the payers. Executives can play a proactive role in this, by strengthening their case to payers how the financial support will drive delivery and management innovations in their hospitals.
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